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Objective 

The Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calcula

economic consequences of robotizing and 

cutter lines. 

 

A lot of parameters impact the economics of sheet 

comparisons can only be made if as many of these parameters as possible are taken into 

consideration. 

 

The Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calculator is developed in Excel, and there are 3 different 

ledgers for entering parameters:

 

1. Financial Basics – for financial parameters

2. Production Basics – for production plant parameters

3. Cockpit – For product parameters

 

Each sheet has cells with different 

 

1. Dark blue: Text headings

2. Light blue Text

3. Light yellow: Figures

4. Light green: Figures, which can be manipulated by the user

 

All spreadsheets are protected, so it is only possible to enter figures in the light 

 

Financial Basics 

175.000

25.000

60.000

10.000

315.000

40.000

20.000

75,00

100

150

150

200

€

4.000

€ 1,0000 £ 0,8908 NOK 8,9526

$ 1,0905 DKK 7,4388 CHF 1,0847

¥ 113,2580 SEK 9,6922 Rubels 68,0750

Levanto cutter space req. - m2

Manual cutter maintenance/month

Yaskawa Levanto

Package for 2 cutters/Yaskawa Levanto

Automatic Make-Ready package

Cost of factory space/m2/year

Manual cutter space req. - m2

Hardware prices and costs in €

New sheet cutter

New Jogger

Existing sheet cutter

Existing jogger

Levanto maintenance/month

Operator cost

Costs for 1 operator/month

Currency list - €-based

 

In the financial ledger prices for new and existing sheet cutter lines can be entered, as well 

as costs for the space occupied by the sheet cutters and cost for service.

 

The costs (not only pure salary) for employing sheet cutter operators must be entered.
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Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calculator is developed with the objective of showing the 

economic consequences of robotizing and automating the feeder side of modern sheet 

the economics of sheet cutter lines, so serious calculations and 

comparisons can only be made if as many of these parameters as possible are taken into 

The Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calculator is developed in Excel, and there are 3 different 

ledgers for entering parameters: 

for financial parameters 

for production plant parameters 

For product parameters 

Each sheet has cells with different colours: 

Text headings 

Text 

Figures 

Figures, which can be manipulated by the user 

All spreadsheets are protected, so it is only possible to enter figures in the light 

Existing sheet cutter 

with Levanto
€

Existing sheet cutters - 

1 operator
€

Existing sheet cutters - 

Manual sheet-cutter line 70.000 Manual sheet-cutter line 70.000 Manual sheet-cutter line

Yaskawa Levanto 315.000 Automatic Make-Ready package 0 Automatic Make-Ready package

2 cuttter package 0 Total sheet cutter line 70.000 Total sheet cutter line

Automatic Make-Ready package 0 Financial costs/month 1.189,00 Financial costs/month

Total sheet cutter line 385.000 Cost of factory space/month 625,00 Cost of factory space/month

Financial costs/month 6.539,50 Sheet-cutter line maintenance 150,00 Sheet-cutter line maintenance

Cost of factory space/month 937,50 Hardware costs/month 1.964,00 Hardware costs/month

Sheet-cutter line maintenance 200,00 Hardware costs/24 hour day 90,65 Hardware costs/24 hour day

Hardware costs/month 7.677,00

Hardware costs/24 hour day 354,32

Sale of existing sheet 

cutters
€

Sale of existing sheet 

Interest rate per year 5,00% Manual sheet cutter line 70.000 Manual sheet cutter line

Financing period in months 60 Financial costs/month 1.189,00 Financial costs/month

Downpayment 0% Cost of factory space/month 625,00 Cost of factory space/month

Scrap value 15% Sheet-cutter line maintenance 150,00 Sheet-cutter line maintenance

Hardware costs/month 1.964,00 Hardware costs/month

€ 1,0000 Reduced hardware cost 90,65 Reduced hardware cost

Currency selector

Financial conditions

In the financial ledger prices for new and existing sheet cutter lines can be entered, as well 

as costs for the space occupied by the sheet cutters and cost for service. 

alary) for employing sheet cutter operators must be entered.
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tor is developed with the objective of showing the 

automating the feeder side of modern sheet 

cutter lines, so serious calculations and 

comparisons can only be made if as many of these parameters as possible are taken into 

The Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calculator is developed in Excel, and there are 3 different 

 

All spreadsheets are protected, so it is only possible to enter figures in the light green cells. 

Existing sheet cutters - 

2 operators
€

Manual sheet-cutter line 70.000

Automatic Make-Ready package 0

Total sheet cutter line 70.000

Financial costs/month 1.189,00

Cost of factory space/month 625,00

Sheet-cutter line maintenance 150,00

Hardware costs/month 1.964,00

Hardware costs/24 hour day 90,65

Sale of existing sheet 

cutters
€

Manual sheet cutter line 70.000

Financial costs/month 1.189,00

Cost of factory space/month 625,00

Sheet-cutter line maintenance 150,00

Hardware costs/month 1.964,00

Reduced hardware cost 90,65  

In the financial ledger prices for new and existing sheet cutter lines can be entered, as well 

alary) for employing sheet cutter operators must be entered. 
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Finally, interest, length of period, down payment and residual value of the equipment can be 

entered to calculate monthly financial costs.

 

Production Basics 

Months/year 12

Calender weeks/month 4,33

Production days/week 5

Shifts/day 3

Hours/shift 8

Production days/months 22

Operator conditions €
Operator costs/month 4.000

Operator costs/workingday 185

Working days/week 5

Working days/month 22

Working hours/month 173

Slack/exhaustion factor 10%

Remote pallet collection

Pile turning

Production conditions Cutting Make-ready

Manual stack cutting

Pallet changing at lifting table

Manual/Auto

Manual/Auto

Manual M-R

Robotic M-R

Start of M-R

M-R/cut

Time per cut

Feeding stack

Emptying stack

Turning

Table Empty time

Table emptying

The working months per year, days per week and

that all shifts are 8-hour shifts.

 

All operators are getting tired over the day, so a figure for slack/exhaustion can be entered.

 

Make-Ready has a significant impact on a

sheet cutters is complex because it relates to both the job itself (especially number of cuts) 

and how the operator handles Make

the user to enter one figure related to the start of the Make

relates to the number of cuts. In this way it should be possible to adapt the Make

time to most situations. 

 

Somebody has to transport the pallets from the presses and to the sheet cutter 

perhaps further on to the finishing lines. This is normally the sheet cutter operator. The time 

for this is stipulated to 180 seconds

yes/no bottom. 

 

Yaskawa Levanto has the option to perform an integrated pil

require a pile turning in connection with the sheet cutting, but some do. There is a yes/no 

bottom to select, if pile/ream turning shall be a part of the production process.

 

The Production Basics sheet has two “service” calcul

 

1. It shows the connection between sheet weight and sheet thickness. It this way it is 

possible to see the number of sheets in a job with a given sheet gram weight

2. It shows the connection between A4 products on a 40”/3B sheet and number of cuts
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Finally, interest, length of period, down payment and residual value of the equipment can be 

entered to calculate monthly financial costs. 

Manual Auto Sheet weight

Sec 540 60 Pile height on pallet

Sec 540 60

Sec 60 60 Sheets in pile/run length

Sec 20 0 Pile weight

Sec

Sec

Sec

Sec

Sec

Sec

Manual Robot

Remote pallet collection Yes Sec 180 180

Sec 90 0

No Sec 90 0

Pallet handling

Cutting Make-ready

Manual stack cutting
15

2,5

2,5

10

15

Yaskawa Levanto

Pallet changing at lifting table

Sheet relation weight/thickness

"#Cuts vs. A-products &  40" sheet

32*A6

Sheet splitting

8*A4

Poster trimming

Sheets in pile vs. sheet weight in grams

5

4*A3

16*A5

 

working months per year, days per week and shifts per day can be entered. We assume 

hour shifts. 

All operators are getting tired over the day, so a figure for slack/exhaustion can be entered.

Ready has a significant impact on all new sheet cutter jobs. The Make

sheet cutters is complex because it relates to both the job itself (especially number of cuts) 

and how the operator handles Make-Ready. The Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calculator allows 

re related to the start of the Make-Ready and another, which 

relates to the number of cuts. In this way it should be possible to adapt the Make

Somebody has to transport the pallets from the presses and to the sheet cutter 

perhaps further on to the finishing lines. This is normally the sheet cutter operator. The time 

for this is stipulated to 180 seconds per pallet. This time can be used or deleted via the 

Yaskawa Levanto has the option to perform an integrated pile/ream turning. Not all jobs 

require a pile turning in connection with the sheet cutting, but some do. There is a yes/no 

bottom to select, if pile/ream turning shall be a part of the production process.

The Production Basics sheet has two “service” calculations: 

It shows the connection between sheet weight and sheet thickness. It this way it is 

possible to see the number of sheets in a job with a given sheet gram weight

It shows the connection between A4 products on a 40”/3B sheet and number of cuts

Skype: coolgraphicsaps 

Twitter: @graphicrobotics 

Finally, interest, length of period, down payment and residual value of the equipment can be 

gr 200

mm 900

0,85

Sheets in pile/run length 3.825

kg 765

2

4

8

12

16

24

Sheet relation weight/thickness

"#Cuts vs. A-products &  40" sheet

Sheets in pile vs. sheet weight in grams

can be entered. We assume 

All operators are getting tired over the day, so a figure for slack/exhaustion can be entered. 

ll new sheet cutter jobs. The Make-Ready time at 

sheet cutters is complex because it relates to both the job itself (especially number of cuts) 

Ready. The Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calculator allows 

Ready and another, which 

relates to the number of cuts. In this way it should be possible to adapt the Make-Ready 

Somebody has to transport the pallets from the presses and to the sheet cutter – and 

perhaps further on to the finishing lines. This is normally the sheet cutter operator. The time 

. This time can be used or deleted via the 

e/ream turning. Not all jobs 

require a pile turning in connection with the sheet cutting, but some do. There is a yes/no 

bottom to select, if pile/ream turning shall be a part of the production process. 

It shows the connection between sheet weight and sheet thickness. It this way it is 

possible to see the number of sheets in a job with a given sheet gram weight 

It shows the connection between A4 products on a 40”/3B sheet and number of cuts 
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These figures are not used in the spreadsheet calculations.

 

Cockpit 

First

Manual

# 24

mm 900

Number of jobs (make-readies) in a pile # 1

Kg 9

Sec 10

mm 120

Kg 20

mm 150

Sec 22

Operators/cutter line 1 2 1

Pallets/hour/cutter-line 0,71 1,02 1,29

Required sheet cutters 2,00 2,00 1,00

Pallets/hour/cutter-systems 1,43 2,03 1,29

Pallets/shift 11,40 16,27 10,32

Pallets/24 hour day 34,21 48,81 30,97

Target pallet production

1 + 1 1 + 1

30,97

Pallet pile height

Operator: Chosen stack height at jogger

Levanto: Chosen stack height at jogger

Operator: Chosen ream weight

Levannto: Selected ream weight

Levanto: Selected time for moving a ream

1 +1 + 

Levanto

Pallet production & sheet cutter lines

Operator: @time for moving a 9 kg ream

First or following pallets

Manual or Automatic cutter MR

Number of cuts across the sheet

Yaskawa Levanto profit calculator
Job parameters

Hardware configuration (# of 

sheet cutters & # of joggers)

 

The most important sheet in the Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calculator is the Cockpit sheet. Here 

are several selection possibilities.

 

In the upper right corner it can

sheet cutters. Selling of exceeding

 

In the left side “Job parameters” allows the user to change 11 different job parameters such 

as cuts across the sheet, pile height on the pallet, number of

prints several different jobs on the same pallet) etc etc.

 

Choosing first pallets includes Make

Graphic Robotics can offer an 

Ready time significantly, so choosing automatic instead of normal manual Make

this feature into the calculation.

 

When the job parameters are entered

“pallets per hour” for 1-man, 2

target production for the following calculations is the maximum possible produced pallets by 

the sheet cutter line equipped with Yaskawa Levanto.

 

The right side shows the economic consequences of the

job. The first block is a conventional full cost comparison, while the second block is a 

“contribution” or “Gross Profit” calculation. We find that this second option is a more fair 

and realistic way to perform calculat

 

The best (lowest) operator cost per pallet is calculated by dividing the operator costs with 

the maximum possible produced pallets per hour for each sheet cutter line.
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e figures are not used in the spreadsheet calculations. 

Operators

Manual

Best operator cost/pallet

Operator cost/24 hour day

Hardware costs/24 hour day

Space & mainte/24 hour day

Total costs/24 hour day

Total cost per pallet/day

Total costs per year

ROI - Levanto vs. Manual

Profit margin/price per pallet

Sales per 24 hour day

Operator cost/24 hour day

Space & mainte/24 hour day

Variable costs/24 hour day

Use of cutter line capacity 90,53% 63,44% 100,00% Contribution/24 hour day

Use of jogger capacity*) 29,92% 42,70% 37,69% Contribution (G.P.)/year

10,32 1 1 Hardware investment

30,97 ROI

Levanto added G.P./year

*) If use of the jogger capacity is <50%, 

the jogger can supply 2 sheet cutters

Henrik Christiansen © - hch@graphicrobotics.com

Use of sheet cutter lines & jogger capacity

1 +1 + 

Levanto

Hardware configuration (# of 

sheet cutters & # of joggers)

Contribution & profit based comparison

Conventional cost based comparison

Yaskawa Levanto profit calculator € Existing sheet cutter lines

0

20.000

40.000

60.000

80.000

100.000

120.000

140.000

160.000

180.000

200.000

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Produced pallets per 24 hour day

Levanto Savings/year

Levanto vs. 1 operator Levanto vs. 2 operators

The most important sheet in the Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calculator is the Cockpit sheet. Here 

are several selection possibilities. 

In the upper right corner it can be selected, if the comparison is based on new or existing 

exceeding equipment is always based on existing equipment values.

In the left side “Job parameters” allows the user to change 11 different job parameters such 

as cuts across the sheet, pile height on the pallet, number of jobs in a pile (if the printer

prints several different jobs on the same pallet) etc etc. 

Choosing first pallets includes Make-Ready while following pallets are without Make

 “automatic make-ready program” which reduce

Ready time significantly, so choosing automatic instead of normal manual Make

this feature into the calculation. 

When the job parameters are entered, the left side also shows the production capacity in 

man, 2-men and 1-man + Levanto operated sheet cutter lines. The 

target production for the following calculations is the maximum possible produced pallets by 

the sheet cutter line equipped with Yaskawa Levanto. 

The right side shows the economic consequences of the selected parameters on the selected 

job. The first block is a conventional full cost comparison, while the second block is a 

“contribution” or “Gross Profit” calculation. We find that this second option is a more fair 

and realistic way to perform calculations. 

The best (lowest) operator cost per pallet is calculated by dividing the operator costs with 

the maximum possible produced pallets per hour for each sheet cutter line.

Skype: coolgraphicsaps 

Twitter: @graphicrobotics 

1 2 2

Best operator cost/pallet 32,38 45,38 17,88

Operator cost/24 hour day 1.002,78 1.405,46 553,85

Hardware costs/24 hour day 109,75 109,75 301,82

Space & mainte/24 hour day 71,54 71,54 52,50

1.184,07 1.586,75 908,17

Total cost per pallet/day 38,24 51,24 29,33

307.858 412.555 236.124

ROI - Levanto vs. Manual 75,15 27,79 N.A.

Profit margin/price per pallet 20,00%

Operator cost/24 hour day 1.002,78 1.405,46 553,85

Space & mainte/24 hour day 71,54 71,54 52,50

Variable costs/24 hour day 1.074,31 1.477,00 606,35

Contribution/24 hour day 179,16 -223,53 647,12

Contribution (G.P.)/year 46.580 -58.117 168.252

140.000 140.000 385.000

39,16 No ROI 29,22

Levanto added G.P./year 121.672 226.369 0

1.253,47

Hardware configuration (# of 

sheet cutters & # of joggers)
1 + 1 1 + 1

1 +1 + 

Levanto

Contribution & profit based comparison

40,48

Conventional cost based comparison

Existing sheet cutter lines

 

The most important sheet in the Yaskawa Levanto Profit Calculator is the Cockpit sheet. Here 

be selected, if the comparison is based on new or existing 

ased on existing equipment values. 

In the left side “Job parameters” allows the user to change 11 different job parameters such 

jobs in a pile (if the printer 

Ready while following pallets are without Make-Ready. 

ready program” which reduces the Make-

Ready time significantly, so choosing automatic instead of normal manual Make-Ready put 

the left side also shows the production capacity in 

man + Levanto operated sheet cutter lines. The 

target production for the following calculations is the maximum possible produced pallets by 

selected parameters on the selected 

job. The first block is a conventional full cost comparison, while the second block is a 

“contribution” or “Gross Profit” calculation. We find that this second option is a more fair 

The best (lowest) operator cost per pallet is calculated by dividing the operator costs with 

the maximum possible produced pallets per hour for each sheet cutter line. 
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In the following calculations we only use the operator time for the number of pro

pallets, so we assume that the operators can perform other tasks in the production process, 

if they are not working at the sheet cutter. This is, in our opinion, questionable, but this is 

our choice and it favours the manually operated sheet cutter l

 

At 2-men and Yaskawa Levanto operated sheet cutter lines the balance between the use of 

the sheet cutter itself and the filling of the jogger is critical. If the

jogger (and Levanto) might be idling a lot. In these situations it might be possible to let one 

jogger supply two sheet cutters.

select, if one jogger shall supply two sheet 

happen, if the jogger is used less than 50% of the time. If this option is selected while the 

jogger is used more than 50% of the time the sheet states “N.A.” 

 

Sheet cutter lines as profit-center

The majority of all sheet cutter lines are, to our knowledge, not considered as profit

but sheet cutter lines are, as all other p

 

The “Contribution” or “Gross Profit” calculation is in reality a profit

the sales price minus the variable

the equipment, overheads and eventual profits. The contribution can be adjusted

profit bottom, and it should at least cover the finan

manually operated sheet cutter line.

 

This way of calculating is a more fair and realistic way to evaluate the economics of the 

investment in Yaskawa Levanto.

 

Pallet Key 

The final ledger is the “Pallet Key”. Here the user can change only on

of pallets”. 

 

In the Cockpit all calculations and comparisons are made based on the full capacity use of 

the Yaskawa Levanto sheet cutter line. But what if only a part of the capacity of each sheet 

cutter line is used? The Pallet Key a

 

The Pallet Key gets the maximum possible pallet production from the Cockpit. If the selected 

number of pallets is higher than the maximum possible pallet production the cells state 

“production??”). 

 

The interesting results are that:

 

1. Yaskawa Levanto normally always renders a better contribution that manually 

operated sheet cutter lines
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In the following calculations we only use the operator time for the number of pro

the operators can perform other tasks in the production process, 

if they are not working at the sheet cutter. This is, in our opinion, questionable, but this is 

the manually operated sheet cutter lines. 

men and Yaskawa Levanto operated sheet cutter lines the balance between the use of 

the sheet cutter itself and the filling of the jogger is critical. If the sheet has many cuts the 

jogger (and Levanto) might be idling a lot. In these situations it might be possible to let one 

jogger supply two sheet cutters. The Yaskawa Levanto Profit Comparator allows the user to 

select, if one jogger shall supply two sheet cutters. We have decided that this can only 

happen, if the jogger is used less than 50% of the time. If this option is selected while the 

jogger is used more than 50% of the time the sheet states “N.A.” – Not Available.

centers 

The majority of all sheet cutter lines are, to our knowledge, not considered as profit

, as all other production equipment, profit-centers.

The “Contribution” or “Gross Profit” calculation is in reality a profit-center

the sales price minus the variable- or unit-costs gives a contribution which

the equipment, overheads and eventual profits. The contribution can be adjusted

profit bottom, and it should at least cover the financial costs (or scrap value) 

manually operated sheet cutter line. 

This way of calculating is a more fair and realistic way to evaluate the economics of the 

investment in Yaskawa Levanto. 

The final ledger is the “Pallet Key”. Here the user can change only one parameter: “Number 

In the Cockpit all calculations and comparisons are made based on the full capacity use of 

the Yaskawa Levanto sheet cutter line. But what if only a part of the capacity of each sheet 

cutter line is used? The Pallet Key allows the user to perform this calculation.

The Pallet Key gets the maximum possible pallet production from the Cockpit. If the selected 

number of pallets is higher than the maximum possible pallet production the cells state 

The interesting results are that: 

Yaskawa Levanto normally always renders a better contribution that manually 

operated sheet cutter lines 

Skype: coolgraphicsaps 

Twitter: @graphicrobotics 

In the following calculations we only use the operator time for the number of produced 

the operators can perform other tasks in the production process, 

if they are not working at the sheet cutter. This is, in our opinion, questionable, but this is 

men and Yaskawa Levanto operated sheet cutter lines the balance between the use of 

sheet has many cuts the 

jogger (and Levanto) might be idling a lot. In these situations it might be possible to let one 

The Yaskawa Levanto Profit Comparator allows the user to 

cutters. We have decided that this can only 

happen, if the jogger is used less than 50% of the time. If this option is selected while the 

Not Available. 

The majority of all sheet cutter lines are, to our knowledge, not considered as profit-centers, 

centers. 

center calculation, where 

costs gives a contribution which is used to pay for 

the equipment, overheads and eventual profits. The contribution can be adjusted via the 

(or scrap value) for the existing 

This way of calculating is a more fair and realistic way to evaluate the economics of the 

e parameter: “Number 

In the Cockpit all calculations and comparisons are made based on the full capacity use of 

the Yaskawa Levanto sheet cutter line. But what if only a part of the capacity of each sheet 

llows the user to perform this calculation. 

The Pallet Key gets the maximum possible pallet production from the Cockpit. If the selected 

number of pallets is higher than the maximum possible pallet production the cells state 

Yaskawa Levanto normally always renders a better contribution that manually 
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2. Yaskawa Levanto normally renders a better 

the financial costs into consideration

 

Selected & maximum production per 24 hour day

Selected pallet production per 24 hour day

Operators

Required number of sheet cutters

Capacity use of sheet cutter line

Sales price per pallet & Sales per year

Sales price per pallet & Sales per year

Operator cost per year

Space & maintenance costs/year

Contribution(Gross Profit)/year

Assumed financial requirement

Cashflow

Hardware equipment value

ROI - months

Levanto added Contribution/year

Potential equipment trade-in

Space & Maintenance reduction

Yaskawa Levanto ROI - in months

Hardware configuration (# of sheet cutters 

Sheet cutter line comparation based on contribution & profit (Gross Profit)

 

Selling of exceeding existing equipment

Adding Yaskawa Levanto to a sheet cutter line increases its production capacity, so in 

installations with more sheet cutter lines it might be possible to sell off existing equipment, 

which is not longer required. The revenue 

taken into consideration in the calculations and comparisons and this is done in the lowest 

part of the Pallet Key sheet. 

 

Limitations of Excel 

Excel is a fantastic tool, but it 

cell. This is because Excel has given up the calculation because it is too long. This can be 

adjusted, but it will make all calculation

appearances of “#NUM”. It is also impossible to make

dynamically in diagrams, so we have to used the maximum possible number of pallets per 

day in all diagrams – which is around 300 for pallets with 150 mm piles produced with 

Yaskawa Levanto. 
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Yaskawa Levanto normally renders a better cash flow both before and after taking 

cial costs into consideration 

€
Selected & maximum production per 24 hour day 30 30,97

Selected pallet production per 24 hour day 30

1 2 1

Required number of sheet cutters 2,00 2,00 1,00

Capacity use of sheet cutter line 87,70% 61,46% 96,88%

Sales price per pallet & Sales per year

Sales price per pallet & Sales per year

Operator cost per year 252.574 354.000 139.500

Space & maintenance costs/year 18.600 18.600 13.650

Contribution(Gross Profit)/year 44.544 -56.882 162.568

Assumed financial requirement 28.536 28.536 78.474

16.008 -85.418 84.094

Hardware equipment value 140.000 140.000 385.000

ROI - months 41,12 No ROI 30,31

Levanto added Contribution/year 118.024 219.450 0

Potential equipment trade-in 70.000 70.000 0

Space & Maintenance reduction 9.300 9.300 0

Yaskawa Levanto ROI - in months 23,12 23,12 N.A.

With trade-in of excess existent equipment

Sheet cutter line profitability

Hardware configuration (# of sheet cutters 

& # of joggers)
1 + 1 1 + 1

1 +1 + 

Levanto

Sheet cutter line comparation based on contribution & profit (Gross Profit)

40,48

315.718

Production is OK

 
 

isting equipment 

Adding Yaskawa Levanto to a sheet cutter line increases its production capacity, so in 

installations with more sheet cutter lines it might be possible to sell off existing equipment, 

which is not longer required. The revenue from selling excess equipment should also be 

taken into consideration in the calculations and comparisons and this is done in the lowest 

it has some limitations. Some times “#NUM” might occur in a 

cell. This is because Excel has given up the calculation because it is too long. This can be 

adjusted, but it will make all calculations slower, so we have decided to live the rare 

of “#NUM”. It is also impossible to make Excel change the X-Axis value 

dynamically in diagrams, so we have to used the maximum possible number of pallets per 

which is around 300 for pallets with 150 mm piles produced with 
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